We construct new many-body invariants for 2d Chern and 3d chiral hinge insulators, which are characterized by quantized pumping of dipole and quadrupole moments. The invariants that we devise are written entirely in terms of many-body ground state wavefunctions on a torus geometry with a set of unitary operators. We provide a number of supporting evidences for our invariants via topological field theory interpretation, adiabatic pumping argument, and direct mapping to freefermion band indices. We finally confirm our invariants by numerical computations including infinite density matrix renormalization group on a quasi-one-dimensional system. The many-body invariants therefore explicitly encircle several different pillars of theoretical descriptions of topological phases.
Introduction:
The discovery of topological band insulators initiated a serious revisit to the band theory of insulators, which has fruited in the last fifteen years. 1, 2 So far, the classification of the band topology has made a remarkable success and found numerous different kinds of topological insulators. [3] [4] [5] Insightful band indices and their underlying structures 1, 2, 6 have been revealed as well. One particular progress, which attracted a huge attention recently, is the so-called higher-order topological insulators, 6-8 whose topology manifests as the symmetryprotected corner or hinge states instead of more familiar surface states. However, the understanding of these insulators has one important missing conceptual ingredient compared to their ancestors, e.g., insulators with bulk polarization 9 and Chern insulators. 10 For those insulators, we know how to define and detect the topology even without referring to the band structure. For instance, the Resta's formula 9 allows us to measure the polarization in a non-perturbative fashion for any insulators with a unique ground state.
In this Letter, we propose many-body invariants for prototypical chiral topological phases, i.e., the 2d Chern insulator 10 and the 3d chiral hinge insulator. [6] [7] [8] The two insulators are all characterized by quantized chiral pumping of certain quantum numbers under the adiabatic change of the background U (1) gauge field. We show how the topology of such chiral pumping can be detected within the many-body wavefunctions by generalizing Resta's pioneering work. 9 We combine a few different theoretical approaches to support the validity of our invariants: many-body adiabatic pumping argument, topological field theory interpretation, and reduction to free-fermion band indices. We finally confirm our invariants in several numerical calculations.
The many-body invariants 9, [11] [12] [13] can be applied to correlated states of matter 14 and to systems which do not have translation symmetries. In practice, such invariants will be useful in the studies on the disordered topological insulators with/without interactions. Even for the clean, free systems, the invariants can provide a complementary diagnosis to the momentum-space, free-electron band indices. [15] [16] [17] [18] Not only practically but also fundamentally, the construction of many-body invariants is important on its own, as they can potentially provide a classification of the quantum phases of matter in general setups.
To this end, we will consider the functions in terms of many-body ground state wavefunctions:
where we use two and only two many-body ground states |GS[Φ a ] on a torus, whose boundary condition along the a-direction of the torus is twisted by a flux Φ a , whereas other directions are chosen to be periodic without any twisting. Here we will chooseÛ top depending on the topology that we want to detect. We will then show that the U(1) phase factor of Z[Φ a ] gives the corresponding invariants.
For the systems that we are interested in, it is sufficient to consider only two unitaries: Resta's polarization operator along the j-direction, 9 U 1,j = exp 2πi L j r x jn (r) ,
and the quadrupole operator in the xy-plane from our previous work 11, 12 U 2 = exp 2πi L x L y r xyn(r) .
We assume that these two unitary operators can measure the dipole and the quadrupole moments of many-body insulators under appropriate conditions. We review some of their properties in SI. 19 2. Chern Insulator: We first construct the formula for the Chern number from the many-body wavefunction |GS[Φ x ] defined on a torus. This will serve as a pedagogical example for our development Eq. (1) . Here the flux Φ x along the x-direction is chosen to be small. It can be encoded as the uniform gauge field A x = Φx Lx . Then we can obtain the many-body Chern number C by Since our expression only involves two ground states, it would be useful, e.g., when numerically computing the Chern number of the ground state of the interacting Hamiltonians.
We first prove that C in Eq. (4) reduces to the band Chern number when we apply it to a free-fermion band insulator. Here, we only sketch the key steps and defer a more complete derivation to SI. 19 In a free fermion system, we first construct the single-particle eigenstates |k ⊗ |u(k) , where |k is the plane wave labeled by the (Bloch) momentum and |u(k) is the corresponding Bloch state. The many-body ground state is given by the Slater determinant of the occupied single-particle states. Note that the flux Φ x merely modifies the allowed momentum k. So Eq. (4) for the case of a single filled band insulator becomes , where the product over the momentum in both the denominator and numerator is the same, i.e., k a = 2π La n a with n a ∈ {1, 2, · · · L a }. For L a large, we can approximate
where P y (k x ) is the y-directional polarization for the given momentum k x . Finally Eq. (4) reduces to:
where we have identified the change in the polarization P y in k x as the Chern number. 20 The generalization for the multiband cases is given in SI. 19 We now use the many-body adiabatic pumping to show that Eq. (4) must be related to the Hall conductivity σ xy . To see this clearly, we use that the Resta operatorÛ 1,y measures the many-body polarization. See SI for some details ofÛ 1,y . 19 Using the Resta operator, we find Z c ∝ exp 2πi (P y (Φ x ) − P y (0)) , where P y (Φ x ) is the many-body polarization along y for the ground state with the flux Φ x . For band insulators, P y (Φ x ) = kx P y k x + Φx Lx . When Φ x is small, we find Z c ≈ exp 2πiΦ x dP y dΦ x = exp 2πiΦ x σ xy = exp iCΦ x where we noted that the polarization P y in the ground state can be induced by the adiabatic change in the flux Φ x , i.e., dPy dΦx = dPy/dt dΦx/dt = Jy Ex = σ xy . The last equality follows from σ xy = C 2π . Here, we did not assume that the ground state is a band insulator and hence it suggests that Eq.(4) can be applied beyond band insulators.
The final proof of Eq. (4) in terms of the topological field theory interpretation is to show that it picks up the level C of the Chern-Simons term,
which is the effective field theory of the Chern insulator.
Here we again do not assume that the ground state is a band insulator and so it shows that Eq. (4) can be applied to any correlated insulator. We note that 19
where A µ is fixed by the twisted boundary condition Φ x and the insertion of the unitaryÛ 1,y , i.e, (A 0 ; A x , A y ) = δ(τ ) 2π Ly y; Φx Lx , 0 . By inserting these gauge configurations into Eq. (6), we indeed find that the level C appears in the RHS of the above formula. We note that the same approach has been employed before. 11 Before moving on, we comment on the relation of our formula Eq. (4) with the previous related works. First, we note that a similar formula, which is essentially Eq. (4) without the denominator, appeared in Ref. 21 . However, without the denominator, the formula suffers from an arbitrary phase correction to Z c , which lead the authors to keep track of the full adiabatic pumping of the flux insertion Φ x ∈ [0, 2π) to calculate the Chern number. Second, there are expressions due to Niu-Thouless-Wu 22 and Hastings-Michalakis. 23 The underlying idea of these expressions is to construct the effective Brillouin zone using the the twisted boundary conditions along the x-and y-direction following the idea of Ref. 22 . For example, the one-plaquette formula has been introduced 24 along these line of thoughts. However, the formula requires at least three different ground states, forming one plaquette, to compute the Chern number.
3. Chiral Hinge Insulator: We now present the many-body invariant for the C 4 T -symmetric chiral hinge insulator.
Here |GS[Φ z ] is the ground state when the boundary condition along the z-axis is twisted by infinitesimal Φ z . We will see that C W is an integer labeling the quantized pumping of the quadrupole moment under the flux Φ z . In particular, when the insulator is the band insulator, C W will agree with the Wannier-sector Chern number. 25 First, we reduce Eq. (7) to a band index, i.e., the quantized pumping of the quadrupole moment along k z .
As before, we construct a many-body ground state as a Slater determinant of the occupied single-particle eigenstates. The single-particle states are given by the Bloch functions |u n (k ⊥ , k z ) and the plane waves |k ⊥ , k z , i.e., |ψ n (k ⊥ , k z ) = |k ⊥ , k z ⊗|u n (k ⊥ , k z ) with n labeling the filled bands and k ⊥ being the momentum in the xy-plane. Then Eq. (7) reduces to
where the product over the momentum k z is over the set k z ∈ { 2π Lz n z , n z = 0, 1, · · · L z − 1}, and similarly for k and k . Here F is completely written out in terms of the Bloch functions:
where the product is over occupied bands. We identify
where Q xy (k z ) is the quadrupole moment of an effective two-dimensional model when k z is viewed as an adiabatic parameter. 11, 12 We assume the nonzero Wannier gap, which is required for defining quadrupole moment. 6, 11, 12 (See Refs. [11, 12, and 26] for the cases without the Wannier gap.) Now, Eq. (8) for infinitesimal Φ z becomes
i.e., Z h measures the chiral pumping of quadrupole moment Q xy (k z ) along k z , as advertised.
Remarkably, our formula Eq. (7) is consistent with the effective field theory of the chiral hinge insulator proposed in Ref. [27] S h ef f =
To relate Eq. (7) to this effective theory, we note 19
where A µ is fixed by the twisted boundary condition Φ z and the insertion of the unitaryÛ 2 , i.e, (A 0 ; A x , A y , A z ) = (δ(τ ) 2πxy LyLx ; 0, 0, Φz Lx ). On inserting this gauge field configuration to the effective theory, we find Eq. (7) . Note that the effective topological field theory is expected to remain valid for interacting and/or disordered cases. Hence, we expect the same for Eq. (7) .
Finally, we discuss the physics hidden behind Eq. (7) . This highlights the relation of our formula Eq. (7) with the Wannier-sector Chern number. 11, 12 We first note that the ground state overlaps in Eq. (7) give the bulk quadrupole moments along the xy-direction of the ground states.
where Q xy (Φ z ) is the xy-plane quadrupole moment of the ground state with the flux Φ z . Assuming that Q xy is a smooth function of Φ z , we find:
Here, we imagined to change the flux Φ z adiabatically in time, which will induce the electric field along the z-direction on the surface. The change in quadrupole moment is given by the surface current J quad perpendicular to the z-direction. Now, by insisting that the last expression on Eq. (9) to be equivalent to Eq. (7), we find
This is precisely what one expects from the nested Wilson loop picture, 7 and provides additional supporting evidence for our formula. We complete the comparison by performing another transformation on Eq. 
.
non-interacting translation-symmetric insulators, noninteracting but without translation symmetry due to weak disorder, and correlated insulators. In all cases, our many-body invariants faithfully measure the bulk topological invariants. We begin with two non-interacting tight-binding models of Chern insulators 29 on a square lattice:
). By tuning the parameter m while keeping t and ∆ ({∆ 1 , ∆ 2 }) fixed, the half-filled ground state ofĤ (1) Ch (Ĥ (2) Ch ) realizes the quantum phase transitions between the C = ±1 (C = ±2) Chen insulator to the C = 0 trivial insulator. In FIG. 1 (a) and (b), we confirm that our many-body invariant Eq. (4) well reproduces the expected phase diagrams ofĤ (1) Ch andĤ (2) Ch . To further confirm the validity of our invariants, we consider a non-interacting model with onsite disorder, by replacing the uniform mass term k mc † k σ z c k in Eq. (10) to position dependent random mass term r m r c † r σ z c r where c † r = (c † r,A , c † r,B ) and m r ∈ [1.0, 1.0+W ]. In FIG. 1 (c), the disorder averaged Chern number [C] av , which is the average of the Chern number Eq. (4) over 1,000 disorder realizations, shows stable behavior as a function of disorder strength W . This shows the stability of our formula against weak disorders. We leave strong disorder behaviors, e.g., disorder-driven topological phase transitions, of Eq.(4) to the future work.
Finally, we consider an interacting modelĤ = H (1) Ch +Ĥ U , whereĤ (1) Ch is given by Eq. (10) .
is the onsite Hubbard interaction. We perform an infinite density matrix renormalization group (iDMRG) simulation 30,31 on an infinite cylinder with finite circumference, where the x-axis is the infinite direction parallel to the cylindrical axis and the ydirection contains finite N y sites. From the infinite matrix product state (iMPS) generalization of our manybody invariant, 19 we can extract the Chern number using two iMPS ground states-one without any flux insertion and the other with an infinitesimal flux inserted along the x-direction.
Our method bears some similarity with the usual method for measuring the Chern number in the iDMRG simulations. 32 In fact, both methods measure the identical observables when N y is sufficiently large. However, when N y is finite and small, which is the case for the usual iDMRG simulations on quasi-1d systems, two methods measure the Chern number in a slightly different way. The usual method 32 measures the polarization along the x-direction, the infinite direction, exactly, but twisting the boundary condition adiabatically by threading the flux Φ y from 0 to 2π along the y-direction, the finite circumference direction. Since the allowed momentum along the y-direction is highly restricted due to the smallness of N y , it is important to keep track of the winding of the x-polarization with respect to the full adiabatic changes of Φ y . On the other hand, our method measures the polarization along the y-direction approximately usingÛ 1,y operator, but only requires an infinitesimal gauge flux along the x-direction, which is the infinite direction. Since the momentum along the infinite direction is fully available, it is sufficient to consider the states with 0 and an infinitesimal flux. In the iDMRG simulation, we set (t, m, r; U ) = (1.0, 1.0, 1.0; 1.0), N y = 4, and the bond dimension χ = 100. In FIG. 1 , we see that the polarization along the y-direction, which is computed from the many-body invariant, shows perfect linear behavior as a function of the flux Φ x along the x-direction, thereby indicating that an infinitesimal flux insertion is enough for computing the Chern number.
Finally, we confirm the many-body invariant Eq. (7) for the chiral hinge insulators. We first consider the following tight-binding model: 8
where c k = (c k,A,↑ , c k,A,↓ , c k,B,↑ , c k,B,↓ ) T . In FIG. 2  (a) , we use the many-body invariant Eq. (7) to compute C W as a function of the mass parameter m with fixed (t, ∆ 1 , ∆ 2 ) = (1.0, 1.0, 1.0). We see that the many-body invariant Eq. (7) reproduces the phase diagram with the correct C W .
For a non-trivial test for our invariant Eq. (7), we add an onsite Hubbard interaction U r,a=A,Bn r,a,↑nr,a,↓ to Eq. (12). To include the interaction effects, we employ the self-consistent Hartree-Fock method which variationally finds the single Slater determinant wavefunction minimizing the energy of the interacting Hamiltonian. We turn on small yet finite U where the ground state is adiabatically connected to the ground state with U = 0. We consider the full 2π flux insertion along the z-direction and see how the many-body invariant Eq. (7) changes. In FIG. 2 (b) , we observe that the slope of Im log[Z h (Φ z )] equals C W as expected.
We also have investigated Eq. (7) for the chiral hinge insulators, whose chiral modes are purely due to the boundary Chern bands and not due to the pumping of bulk quadrupole moments. For these cases, we expect them to be identified with C W = 0 in Eq. (7) . We will report the detection of this boundary Chern insulators using Eq. (7) as well as the applicability ofÛ 2 in measuring various boundary-only topology elsewhere. 33 5. Conclusions: We have provided many-body invariants for 2d Chern and 3d chiral hinge insulators. Our many-body invariants have natural interpretations in three different theoretical approaches: many-body adiabatic pumping, topological field theory, and free-fermion band indices. Our invariants provide not only the theoretical framework to understand various chiral insulators, but also efficient ways of computing topological numbers as the invariants require only two ground states. We have tested our formula for various non-interacting models with translation symmetry, non-interacting but without translational symmetry, and interacting models. In all cases, we see that our invariants detect the ground state topology correctly and successfully map out the full phase diagram as well. In this section, we briefly review the necessary information about the unitary operatorsÛ a=1,2 which are extensively used in the main text. We ask readers to refer to two papers, one 1 by Resta and the other 2,3 by Kang, Shiozaki and Cho, or Wheeler, Wagner, and Hughes for more details. In summary, the unitary operatorsÛ a=1,2 are designed to measure the polarization and quadrupole moments of many-body ground states.
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Many-Body Polarization
The unitaryÛ 1 was used to measure the polarization. The statement in the original paper 1 is that the polarization of an 1d insulator, which could be free or correlated, can be purely diagnosed from its ground state defined on a torus with the length L under the periodic boundary condition, i.e., each lattice site is labeled as x ∈ Z such that x ∼ x + L. Then, we consider a unitaryÛ 1 :Û
wheren x is the number operator of the electrically-charged particles at the site x. Then, we can compute the many-body polarization in terms of the many-body ground state |GS on the torus
where P is the polarization. Note that in the case of the band insulators, the polarization P appeared in the above definition can be identified with the polarization defined in terms of the Berry connection as L → ∞. 1
Many-Body Quadrupole
The quadrupole moment of 2d insulator can be similarly measured as the many-body polarization. We start with the many-body ground state |GS of a 2d insulator on the torus of the length L x × L y with the periodic boundary arXiv:2003.13706v1 [cond-mat.str-el] 30 Mar 2020 conditions along both directions, i.e., (x, y) ∈ Z 2 such that (x, y) ∼ (x + L x , y) ∼ (x, y + L y ) ∼ (x + L x , y + L y ). Next, we consider a unitaryÛ 2 :Û
wheren x,y is the number operator of the electrically-charged particles at the site (x, y). Following Refs. 2 and 3, the bulk quadrupole moment of the insulator can be measured as
where Q xy is the (physical) quadrupole moment of the insulator. Note that the polarization Q xy as defined above agrees with the quadrupole moment defined in terms of the Bloch states and associated nested Wilson loop index, when the C 4 symmetry or the two anti-commuting mirror symmetries R x × R y exist in the system. [2] [3] [4] Currently, the many-body expectation value and the physical quadrupole moments seem to agree with each other for the band insulators with the Wannier gaps 2,3 ; it is an open problem if one can define the bulk quadrupole moments for the cases without the Wannier gaps. The detailed discussions on applyingÛ 2 on the cases without Wannier gaps can be found in Refs. [2, 3, 5, and 6] .
Appendix B: Reduction to Band Chern Number
In this section, we show how the many-body invariant for Chern number is reduced to the band Chern number for the ground state of band insulators. We assume translational symemtries along the x-and y-direction and fix the convention for the Bloch states as
where L x and L y are system sizes along the x-and y-direction and α labels the orbtial degrees of freedom. Using the bloch states, a non-interacting tight-binding hamiltonian can be written aŝ
where N orb is the number of orbitals in the unit-cell and the momentum summation is over k x ∈ {0, 2π Lx , · · · , 2π(Lx−1)
Lx } and k y ∈ {0, 2π Ly , · · · , 2π(Ly−1) Ly }, i.e., periodic boundary condition along the x-and y-direction. By diagonalizing h α,β (k x , k y ), one gets single-particle eigenstateŝ
where n ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N orb } is the band index. Let us consider a band insulator where the many-body ground state can be obtained by completely fill the lowest N occ bands:
where |vac is the vacuum state and we fix, once it for all, the ordering of the product of single-particle creation operators. We now carefully analyze the gauging of the U (1)-symmetry in the case of our non-interacting tight-binding hamiltonian Eq. (B2). To this end, we introduce a constant gauge field (A x , A y ) = (Φ x /L x , Φ y /L y ) which leads us to the following changes in the Hamiltonian:
where the summation of (k x , k y ) is over the same set of (discrete) momenta as in Eq. (B2) . Similarly, the ground state ofĤ(Φ x , Φ y ) can be written as
where we use the same ordering of the product as the one used in Eq. (B4) and
with u n,α k x + Φx Lx , k y + Φy Ly being the eigenstate of the Bloch Hamiltonian h α,β k x + Φx Lx , k y + Φy Ly . Note that the creation operator partĉ † (kx,ky),α remains the same while its amplitude changes from u n,α (k x , k y ) to u n,α k x + Φx Lx , k y + Φy Ly . Before proceed, let us remark the relation between U (1)-gauge flux Φ y and the many-body operatorÛ 1;y = exp 2πi Ly x,y yn (x,y) . For an arbitrary Φ y , the Hamiltonian is not gauge equivalent to the original Hamiltonian with Φ y = 0. But when Φ y = 2π (or a multiple of 2π), the Hamiltonian is gauge-equvalent to the original Hamiltonian viaÛ 1;y :Ĥ
which also holds in the case of fully interacting many-body Hamiltonian with U (1)-symmetry (charge conservation). The Hamiltonian Eq. (B2) does follow the same transformation, which can be directly seen by usinĝ 
and relabel the dummy variable k y in the summation in Eq. (B2). Our many-body index for Chern number amounts to computing the expectation value ofÛ 1;y with respect to the ground states |GS(0, 0) and |GS(Φ x , 0) for an infinitesimal Φ x . Using the fact thatÛ 1;y |vac = |vac and 0) can be written aŝ
where ± is a possible sign factor which appears when re-arranging fermionic operators in order to follow the ordering of the product in Eq. (B4). The single-particle creation operators inÛ 1;y |GS(Φ x , 0) still caries momentum quantum number, which simplifies the inner product between |GS(Φ x , 0) andÛ 1;y |GS(Φ x , 0) :
where ± is a possible sign factor, in addition to the sign factor in Eq. (B11), which arises when grouping singleparticle operators with the same momentum quantum number. For each (k x , k y ), we have N occ -by-N occ matrix whose (n, m)th entry is given by u n (k x + Φx Lx , k y ) u m k x + Φx Lx , k y + 2π Ly = N orb α=1 u * n,α (k x + Φx Lx , k y )u m,α k x + Φx Lx , k y + 2π Ly . The determinant in the RHS of Eq. (B12) denotes the determinant of this N occ -by-N occ matrix. The sign factor merely comes from rearranging fermion creation operators and has no physical effects. Indeed it cancels out when considering the ratio GS(Φ x , 0)|Û 1;y |GS(Φ x , 0) / GS(0, 0)|Û 1;y |GS(0, 0) which is precisely the combination appeared in the many-body invariant.
For a fixed k x , we can make a gauge choice so that u n (k x , k y ) is smooth as a function of k y for each n ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N occ } 7,8 . Then for a large enough L y , we can make the following approximation:
where the Berry connection A ky (k x , k y ) is an N occ -by-N occ matrix whose (n, m)th entry is given by −i u n (k x , k y )|∂ ky u m (k x , k y ) . Moreover, using the compactness of the Brillouin zone (which is the torus T 2 ), for a sufficiently large L x , one can choose the same smooth gauge for u n k x + Φx Lx , k y and u n (k x , k y ), i.e., u n can be chosen to be smooth on k x , k x + Φx Lx ×[0, 2π] for every k x . Hence the many-body invariant reduces to
A ky ] is the N occ -by-N occ matrix-valued Berry curvature. Note that −∂ ky A kx term vanishes under k y integration due to our gauge choice in u and the trace of i[A kx , A ky ] vanishes as well. This completes the proof that the many-body invariant reduces to the band Chern number for band insulating states.
Appendix C: GS|Û |GS vs. Path Integral
Here we briefly review how the ground state overlap can be related to the evaluation of the path integral. Note that this approach has been employed successfully in the previous literature 2 . In this paper, we apply this to the Chern and chiral hinge insulators.
Generically, we can rewrite the overlap into a path integral as follows:
where we have used
with |n being the basis of the Hilbert space under the periodic boundary conditions. Here the trace is over |n , and Φ denotes the twist in the twisted boundary condition. For twisted boundary conditions in the spatial directions that we use in the main text, they are implemented by introducing the vector gauge fields in the Hamiltonian. Such gauge field configuration is included by the vector gauge field A BC a with a = x, y for the two-dimensional cases and a = x, y, z for the three dimensional cases. The gauge fields match the twisted boundary condition, for instance, if x-direction is twisted, then A x = Φ x . In the numerics, the uniform gauge was used, e.g., A x = Φ x /L x . We also have assumed that the ground state is unique, which is the case for the examples of the current paper.
Next, in our paper the unitaryÛ appearing in Eq.(C1) can be written aŝ 1. (a) We regard a quasi-one dimensional geometry (the cylinderical geometry) used in the iDMRG simulation as a onedimensional geometry with a 'super-site' for each x and consider an ordinary iMPS state for this one-dimensional geometry.
(a) By actingÛ1,y operator on the physical bond of a 'super-site' MPS, we define the dressed transfer matrixT1,y.
i.e., the exponent is always proportional to the number operatorn(r) weighted with a scalar function φ(r). This specific scalar function determines which topology to be measured. Note that, this can be entirely rewritten aŝ U = exp i d d r dτ φ(r)δ(τ )n(r, τ ) .
Inserting this expression into the trace, we find that Eq.(C1) can be written as
Writing this way, we can now identify φ(r)δ(τ ) as the time-direction component of the gauge field. Now, we can straightforwardly interpret the above: the trace means that we are performing the evolution of the ground state for all possible configurations of electrons or matter fields of the theory, and hence the result must be the effective theory in terms of A µ such that its spatial part is pinned by the boundary condition A BC a and its temporal component is pinned by the unitary φ(r)δ(τ ).
Hence, we find that the ground state overlap in Eq.(C1) is
where φ 0 is a non-topological constant phase factor. Such factor often appears in similar many-body invariants such as the original Resta's formula. 1 Here |N Φ | is the modulus of the overlap and S ef f is the effective topological response of the insulators, such as the Chern-Simons term. To remove the effect of φ 0 , we take a quotient by GS(0)|Û |GS(0) = |N 0 |e iφ0 . This is because we know that the contribution S ef f vanishes without the twisted boundary conditions for the cases we consider in this paper. Hence, in total, we find:
This completes the connection between the ground state overlap and the path integral/topological field theory. With this, we can calculate the phase factors by plugging the gauge field configurations and effective topological field theory, which is straightforward.
constant flux along the infinite direction. We introduce the flux along the infinite direction, the x-direction in FIG. 1  (a) , by coupling the system with a constant gauge field A x = φ x . Since we thread the flux along the infinite direction, flux density (flux per unit x-length) is infinitesimal, not the full flux, which is divergent. Note that using the constant gauge field A x , the Hamiltonian has the same translational symmetry as the Hamiltonian without the gauge field. Since we are interested in non-fractionalized Chern insulating phases, let us assume that the iMPS ground states also enjoys the translational symmetry along the x-direction, i.e., the MPS tensor of the 'super-site' in FIG. 1 (a) is independent of x position. Having obtained two iMPS ground states, we measure the polarization along the finite circumference direction, the y-direction in FIG. 1 (a) , using xÛ 1,y = x exp 2πi Ly y yn x,y , where x dependence inÛ 1,y is implicit. Note that "Û 1,y " appearing in the main text corresponds to xÛ 1,y in this notation. Although the expectation value of xÛ 1,y may not be well-defined, its asymptotic behavior is governed by the eigenvalue with maximum modulus λ T max of the dressed transfer matrixT 1,y , whereÛ 1,y acts on the physical legs as described in FIG. 1 (b) . (We assume that the iMPS states are properly normalized, i.e., the usual transfer matrix has 1 as the eigenvalue with maximum modulus. Also by the assumption of the uniqueness of the ground state, eigenvalue 1 is non-degenerate.) The complex phase factor of λ T max corresponds to (2π times) y-polarization per unit x-length, which is well-defined. Finally, the many-body invariant for iMPS states are defined as
where |Z c | is the absolute value of the "partition function" and λ T max (φ x ) is the eigenvalue with maximum modulus of the dressed transfer matrixT 1,y for the iMPS ground state of the Hamiltonian with flux A x = φ x .
Note that if we adiabatically change the flux density φ x from 0 to 2π, the ratio λ T max (φ x )/λ T max (0) starts from 1 and ends at 1. This implies that the winding number associated with the process, i.e., the Chern number C, is quantized. Our claim indicates that it is actually sufficient to look at just a single number λ T max (φ x )/λ T max (0) with a nonzero φ x , not the full winding.
